
Advanced Plating For the Rest of Us

We all know the Big Guys focus on selling expensive, bleeding-edge tools to the largest 
users. What about the rest of us who still need to get the job done right within a 
reasonable budget? ClassOne has great solutions at half the price.     
     ClassOne’s Solstice™ plating tools are designed specifically for users who run 200mm 
or smaller wafers – but still need advanced performance on substrates like silicon, glass, 
SiC, GaAs and sapphire. With options for single or multiple metals on the same tool, 
Solstice is the smart choice for technologies such as TSV, WLP, MEMS or RF.

Finally, advanced plating for the rest of us...

Quality plus performance – without the big price tag
Solstice quality begins inside, using top brand components throughout, 
like Gemu valves, Levitronix pumps and Genmark robots. Solstice is 
designed and built by industry veterans with literally hundreds of years 
of combined experience. So the focus is always on consistent superior 
performance. Such as uniformities of ≤3% on films from thick to thin!

Solstice is taking off!
It started last SEMICON West when our first Solstice was literally sold off the show floor! 
And ever since, there’s been a non-stop stream of requests for demos, with orders now 
coming in as fast as we can manufacture.       
     So, call now to set up a demo and see this Solstice phenomenon for yourself. It truly is 
“advanced plating for the rest of us!”  Call: (406) 755-2200. Or email: info@classone.com.

TELL ME: why should I 
pay twice the price  
for a new plating tool?

ClassOne solstice – 
It Does everything i need
for Half the Big Guys’ price!

Solstice is a trademark of ClassOne Technology
 www.ClassOne.com  •  SEMICON China, Booth 5259    

Solstice S8 for cassette-to- 
cassette automated plating

Solstice LT for
plating development


